
Objectives
The project's ultimate objective is to increase the availability, 
acceptability, and use of COVID-19 health information and 
improve health literacy in communities among the hardest hit 
by COVID-19 on the west side of San Antonio metropolitan. 

The geographic segregation of social determinants of health 
(SDoH) in Bexar County has long been established. It is 
even more evident in light of the vulnerability of COVID-19 
infection and vaccination rate. Communities with low SDHs 
and limited access to health care are also among those with 
the most inadequate health literacy. 

Introduction

HeLP: Health Literacy Promotion in COVID-19 pandemic
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Improving health literacy 
(HL)—that is, the degree to 
which individuals have the 
ability to find, understand, and 
use information and services 
to inform health-related 
decisions and actions for 
themselves and others as it is 
defined in the Healthy People 
2030 project and, the key to 
the success of our regional 
and national health plan.

Methods

Surveys were collected from adult ages 18 and older who visited 
the Neighborhood Place who live in one of five zip codes (78228, 
78237, 78201, 78207, 78227) between July and August 2022.

Fig 1. Map obtained from website of the Center for 
Medical Humanities & Ethics, UT Health San Antonio  
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Conclusions and Future Directions

Results

Preliminary data shows that over 50% of survey participants 
exhibit less than adequate general health literacy, 
demonstrating a need to increase confidence in order to 
facilitate medical decision making.  The average eHEALs
score is 29 out of total score of 40, indicating moderate to 
high perceived electronic health literacy, which is somewhat 
inconsistent with electronic health literacy.  In-depth data 
analyses are still on-going including correlation, cross 
tabulation and linear regression.  Findings from this study will 
aid community health literacy in innovative and collaborative 
ways and expand resources available for health literacy 
promotion. Future directions include phase 2, which  will 
incorporate focus group interviews to further evaluate 
barriers. Phase 3 will be collaborative interactive education 
sessions specifically tailored toward community needs and 
identified gaps in health literacy.

Table 1. Participant Demographics

Survey questions include demographic 
information, general health literacy tool 
(BRIEF) and electronic health literacy 
using eHealth literacy scale (eHEALs), 
validated 8-question tool. Confidence of 
disease- specific health literacy, sources 
where individuals obtain health related 
information and health priorities were also 
assessed.

Recruitment signs and surveys were 
provided in both English and Spanish in 
consideration of the demographic makeup 
of these communities.

Fig 2. Participant recruitment flyer

Fig 3. Example of health literacy questions on survey
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Fig 4. Breakdown of HL assessed by BRIEF and eHEALs score

Fig 5. Breakdown of sources of health related information
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